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This manual was compiled for use only with the PMDG 777-200LR/F simulation 
for Microsoft Flight Simulator ™ X. The information contained within this manual is 
derived from multiple sources and is not subject to revision or checking for 
accuracy. This manual is not to be used for training or familiarity with any aircraft. 
This manual is not assumed to provide operating procedures for use on any 
aircraft and is written for entertainment purposes. 
 
It is a violation of the owner’s copyright to distribute this document or any portion 
thereof without permission of the author. 
 

 
The PMDG Simulations Web Site can be found at: 

http://www.precisionmanuals.com 
 

Copyright© 2013 PMDG Simulations 
 

This manual and all of its contents, pages, text and graphics are protected under 
copyright law of the United States of America and international treaties. 

Duplication of this manual is prohibited. Permission to conduct duplication of this 
manual will not be sub-contracted, leased or given. 

 
Microsoft, the Microsoft Logo and Microsoft Flight Simulator are registered 

trademarks of the Microsoft Corporation. Boeing, the Boeing name and certain 
brand marks are the property of The Boeing Company. Some graphics contained 
in this manual were taken directly from the simulator and altered in order to suit 

duplication on a printed page. All images contained in this manual were used with 
permission. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Produced under license from Boeing Management Company. Boeing 777, 777-
200LR, 777-300ER & Boeing are among the trademarks owned by Boeing.  

http://www.precisionmanuals.com/
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COPYRIGHT AND LICENSE 

The original purchaser of this software is granted a limited license to use 
the software in accordance with the End User License Agreement as 
agreed to at the time of installation. 

Please review the license agreement carefully, as it provides you with 
only limited rights. Specifically, you may not sell, resell, trade or barter 
this software product/license without the permission of PMDG. 

You should also be aware that you may not use this simulation software 
for any training, pilot familiarization, recurrent training or operational 
awareness training.  

This software may not be used to demonstrate the airplane, airplane 
systems, operational norms, flows, procedures or other pilot knowledge 
application in a classroom or training environment without being 
supplemented by the appropriate commercial license. 

Please note that this version of the simulation may or may not accurately 
represent the actual operation of many different aircraft systems and no 
warranty is made to accuracy or correctness.  

In all circumstances the aircraft manuals issued by a certified training 
center for use with a pilot’s training course and the manuals located on 
the flight deck of an aircraft as well as the operational procedures dictated 
by the aircraft manuals supersede any information taken from this product 
or the documentation provided with this product. 

This simulation may not be used in any public or private display for which 
users are charged admission, usage fees or other revenue generating 
charges. Nor may the simulation be used in any manner which reflects 
poorly on PMDG, PMDG Simulations, Boeing, Boeing’s employees, 
suppliers or customers. 
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THE PAINT KIT 

This Paint Kit for the PMDG 777-200LR comes in a .zip file that consists 

of the following .PSD files for use in Adobe Photoshop. Other graphics 
editing suites may be used if the PSD can be read. 

For best results, Photoshop is strongly recommended. 

The .zip contains the following: 

 777-200LR Texture Config File - Contains the texture.cfg file for 

the 777-200LR that should be included in each livery folder.  

 pmdg_777_fuse_1.psd - Forward fuselage base bitmap with 

alpha layer that defines window cut outs in 4096x4096 size. 

 pmdg_777_fuse_2.psd - Center fuselage base bitmap with 

alpha layer that defines window cut outs in 4096x4096 size. 

 pmdg_777_fuse_3.psd - Center fuselage base bitmap with 

alpha layer that defines window cut outs in 4096x4096 size. 

 pmdg_772LR_Fuse_Master.psd - Master fuselage bitmap that 

has the entire 777-200LR fuselage laid out with panel detailing, 
weather and shadow effects, stencils and more. It is laid out in a 
12819x4096 bitmap which allows you to paint the entire fuselage 
all at once and crop the forward, center and aft fuselage into its 
own .PSD.  

 pmdg_777_tail.psd - Contains the vertical stabilizer and both 

engines. 

 pmdg_777_wing.psd - Wing texture. 

 pmdg_777_wing_misc.psd - Flaps and Flap Fairings. 

 PMDG_777_VC_NNumber.psd - Decal for cockpit registration 
number. 

 pmdg_777_decals.psd - wing registration decals.  

This paint kit is a comprehensive one and this documentation by no 
means is a tutorial on how to use the paint kit but rather outlines what 
each .PSD is and how to set it up properly.  
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THE MASTER TEMPLATE 

Open up the pmdg_772LR_Fuse_Master.psd in the graphics editing suite 
of your choice provided it is able to read layered .PSD files.  

This kit contains the 777-200LR template. 

You will notice that there are 3 sections, fuselage 1, 2 and 3 with 8 layer 
folders in the following order:  

 FUSELAGE OUTLINE - Outline of the entire fuselage map 

showing where the mapping edges are. For optimal results, 
please allow for a 5 pixel "bleed' past the outline edges. Be sure 
to turn it off before you flatten the template for separation 
into Fuse 1, 2 and 3 PSDs.  

 Shadowing - Fuselage shadow layers, this should not be 

touched at all as great care has been taken to calibrate the 
shadow material within 3D Studio Max.  

 Weather Stripping - The weather layer for the fuselage grime & 
dirt/streaks. Use this layer to control how dirty or clean the 
fuselage becomes. 

 Shadows - Fuselage shadow layers, this should not be touched 

at all as great care has been taken to calibrate the shadow 
material within 3D Studio Max.  

 Panel & Rivets - Panel lines and rivets in a flattened layer using 

multiply blend. 

 Antenna Details - Various antennas and the satcom bumps 

along the fuselage. (Note, satcom antennas are currently 
disabled in the 200LR/F product) 

 Windows - Cabin window frames, glass and plugs. Cockpit 

window frames are in this layer. 

 Ports and Misc - Contains all the generic fuselage componets, 

panel lines, door frames and handles, stencils, static ports, 
access hatches, cargo doors and more Each layer in this folder is 
labeled appropriately. 

 Stencils - Fuselage markings and decals, nose gear door 

markings are in this layer. 
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 Doors - Cabin doors outlines, latches, access doors et al. 

 Paint Layer - This is where you will put your personal livery, 

airline livery and such in this layer. This keeps the master bitmap 
nice and organized.  

It is time to pick up the paint brush and start painting your own personal 
777-200LR. The imagination is limitless! 
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COMPILING THE BITMAPS 

Once you have completed painting your livery, it is time to compile the 
master .PSD into separate .PSDs. In the master .PSD there are guide 
lines separating each fuselage section into equal 4096x4096 sections and 
care should be taken to ensure that fuselage 1, 2 and 3 are cropped into 
4096x4096 crops.  

The master .PSD must be flattened before cropping each fuselage 
section.  

From the master, crop fuselage 1 and paste into pmdg_777_fuse_1.psd, 
repeat the process for fuselage 2 and 3. The alpha layer in each PSD 
doesn’t need to be tweaked unless you have added or removed windows.  

Once you have pasted each fuselage section into its respective PSDs, 
save each PSD and flatten the layers, flip the entire canvas vertically and 
save as a .DDS, DXT5, no MIP mapping (MIP exponentially increases file 
size and causes textures to go blurry on certain video cards).  

Night Lighting 

On the 777 product range, a new night lighting technique has been 
implemented that virtually eliminates the need to manipulate night lighting 
textures within the aircraft livery. Simply paint your livery, drop it in a 
texture folder within the aircraft container, set up the [FLTSIM.X] section 
and fly. 
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AIRCRAFT.CFG [FLTSIM.X] SECTION GUIDELINES 

We use a standard methodology for creating our [fltsim.x] sections in the 
aircraft.cfg file. We recommend following these guidelines to maintain a 
level of commonality in how user repaints for the PMDG 777-200LR show 

up in the simulator. 

Here are the entries for our PMDG House Colors repaint as an example: 

title=PMDG 777-200LR PMDG House 
sim=B777-200LR 
model= 
panel= 
sound= 
texture=PMDG 
atc_airline=PMDG 
atc_id=N772LR 
atc_flight_number=772 
atc_model=777-200LR 
atc_heavy=1 
atc_parking_types=GATE,RAMP 
atc_type=BOEING 
ui_createdby=PMDG 
ui_manufacturer=Boeing 
ui_type=777-200LRX 
ui_typerole=777-200LRX 
ui_variation=PMDG House 
airline_name=PMDG Flight Test 
description=Boeing 777-200LR powered by GE90 engines v 1.0\nPMDG 
Simulations\nwww.precisionmanuals.com \n\nProduced under license 
from Boeing Management Company.\n\nBoeing 777, 777-200LR, 777-
200LR & Boeing are among the trademarks owned by Boeing. 
visual_damage=0 

A few notes on the entries: 

 We’ve adopted the following title syntax:  
 
Boeing 777-2(airline code)LR (livery name) 

 You can name your texture folder whatever you’d like, but we do 
recommend trying to avoid using anything similar to our system 
for this particular entry.  
Our system works off the two letter IATA airline codes that every 
carrier is assigned – as an example, Delta is “Texture.DL”.  
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We recommend choosing something more unique for your livery 
so as to avoid the potential for it having the same name as one of 
our liveries or the same common name that someone else might 
use. “Texture.Delta” would not be a good choice for the second 
reason. The Livery Manager will prompt users for a new name if 
the one you’ve used already exists however. 

 The ui_type= entry is very important: 
 
777-200LR repaints should be  ui_type=777-200LRX 

 
We had to do it this way so that the variants would show up 
under their own category in the free flight selection window, 
separate from other 777s from our competitors. If you set these 
values to anything else, your repaint isn’t going to be grouped 
properly. 

 In liveries made by PMDG, there is a special entry at the bottom 
that reads something similar to: 
 
PMDG_Version=1 // **DO NOT EDIT THIS LINE - PMDG 
OPERATIONS CENTER USE ONLY** 
 
Do not include this entry in your user/community created 
repaints. It exists to enable functionality in the Livery Downloader 
module of our new PMDG Operations Center application. 
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INCLUDING AIRLINE OPTIONS 

As mentioned in the Introduction manual, an .ini file that controls each 
livery’s airline options exist in the FSX\PMDG\PMDG 777X\Aircraft folder.  
You can include a copy of this file in the airplane’s texture folder and it will 
automatically be copied to the Aircraft folder when someone installs the 
livery. 

To set this up: 

 Load your livery into FSX and go to the FMC’s MENU/PMDG 
SETUP/AIRCRAFT page. 

 Set your EQUIPMENT and DISPLAYS options and then exit 
FSX. 

 Go to the <FSX root folder>\PMDG\PMDG 777X\Aircraft folder 
and look for the .ini file that matches your livery’s tail number (set 
by the atc_id parameter in the [fltsim.x] entry). 

 Copy the .ini file to your livery’s Texture folder.  If you want to 
include a readme text file you can create that in the Texture folder 
as well. 

 Do not include the (tailnumber).hours file that is also present in 
the Aircraft folder. This file saves the service based failure data 
for the airplane and you don’t want to send that to others. 

 In liveries made by PMDG, there is a special section at the 
bottom of the file that reads: 
 
[Version] 
Version=1 
AccurateOptions=0 

 Do not include this section and entries in your user/community 
created repaints. They exists to enable functionality in the Livery 
Downloader module our new PMDG Operations Center 

application. 
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PTP FILE CREATION FOR DISTRIBUTION 

The PMDG 777-200LR/F is the first product to use our new PMDG 
Operations Center application. Contained in the Livery Manager module 
is functionality similar to what you may be used to from our PMDG 
737NGX product. Liveries are distributed in PTP files (PMDG Texture 
Packs). 

Here’s what you need to do to create your PTP file: (be sure the livery 
and options are finalized before you do this) 

The livery must be active in FSX – it must have a Texture folder and a 
[fltsim.x] entry in the aircraft.cfg.  You must be able to select and fly it in 
the sim. To create the ptp file 

 Open PMDG Operations Center, select the 777 from the main 

dropdown menu, select the Livery Manager module, then the 
777-200LR from the dropdown menu.  You’ll see a list of all 
active liveries appear on the left side. 

 Find your livery in the left side list, select it with a left click and 
then right click it. 

 Choose the “Export Livery” option from the popup menu. 

 Choose a location and enter a name for your PTP file and click 
Save. 

That’s it, you’re now ready to zip your livery PTP and send it out to the 
world! 
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